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Thetford Toilets – Jamming Waste Flap
A problem can occur with Thetford Toilets inasmuch the Waste Lever jams and/or it does not open the waste
flap to allow the waste to drop into the waste tank. Therefore to avoid any embarrassing situations you might
like to check yours. I am not sure how the mechanism is arranged in the latest Thetford Toilets (Orange &
Grey coloured waste tanks) but perhaps worth a check anyway.
My personal experience traced the problem to the small clip type washer that keeps the waste-operating lever
retained in the flap operating mechanism. The clip had become detached and gone unnoticed and
subsequent operation of the waste then prompted its attached lever to spring out of the waste mechanism
and jam.
Not being able to locate a suitable new clip I devised two possible solutions. The first, and the one I have
currently fitted, is to use the end of a Plastic Cable Tie. (See Photo) To enable a good fit choose a cable tie
with a strap width of approx 5mm, using the strap to help position and supporting the rod/operating
mechanism with one hand, push the cable tie knuckle end onto the end of the metal rod operating lever. The
rod should go into the tie knuckle end the same way its strap would have done if used as a tie. To be effective
the knuckle end must grip the rod and so final positioning might be easier using a pair of pliers etc to squeeze
the tie end into position. Finally cut the strap way from the knuckle end and check for correct operation of the
lever before replacing the waste tank.
The second option to retain the operating rod would be to use a single metal insert from an Electrical
Connector as shown in photo. These connectors easily cut apart offering a simple but effective retainer that
simply slides onto the end of the rod and is then held in place by one or both of its grub screws.
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